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Significance of the Study
The Child Welfare Division of the State Department of Public Welfare,
Little Rock, Arkansas, initiated services for Negro children by a Negro
worker in Jtme, 1947. The staff of nineteen child welfare workers, whose
services were available to a limited number of the seventy-five counties
in Arkansas, were obviously unable to meet the needs of all the children.
A grant from the United States Children*s Bureau to the Child Welfare Di¬
vision enabled the writer to attend the Atlauita University School of So¬
cial Work during the term of 1946-1947. Thereafter, the writer was em¬
ployed by the Child Welfare Division as the first Negro Child Welfare
worker. At the time of her employment, there was only one Negro foster
home in use, where two Infants were cared for in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Throughout the period of Jiine, 1947 to June, 1951, the writer was the only
Negro worker and worked solely with Negro clients. A study covering the
first four years of the program seemed pertinent to describe and analyze
the program as it developed and to appraise future goals.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of this study were to describe the services developed
by the child welfare worker in relation to: the child in his own home, the
child under foster home care, and unmarried parents and their childrenj
sources of referralsj difficulties encountered in the cases referred to
1
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the worker in reference to the enreas represented; and the use of community
resources.
Method of Procedure
A card file maintained by the writer showed the total number of cases
handled and closed during the four-year period. A random sample was select¬
ed from each of the following categories: the child in his own home, the
child vuider foster home care, tmmarried parents, foster home applicants,
foster parents receiving children, adoptive applicants and adoptive parents
with children. Every third case from the group of children in their own
homes, and from children in foster homes (arranged chronologically accord¬
ing to date of application) was studied, beginning with the third case.
The total number of children in their own homes was fifty-one and the sam¬
ple was seventeen. In foster homes there were seventy-five children and
the sample was twenty-five. There were sixty-two cases in the unmarried
parent group and thirty-one saunple cases were studied, beginning with the
second case. In the foster home application group there were thirty-four,
and twelve in the adoptive application group; the first and every second
case following was studied, making a sample of seventeen foster home ap¬
plicants and six adoptive applicants. Three schedules were used to col¬
lect Information from the case records on children, unmarried parents,
and foster homes and adoptive appliceuats. (See schedules in Appendix A.)
The case record and monthly reports were on file in the Child Welfare
Division and the Pulaski County Department of Public Welfare. Personal
interviews were held with the directors and casework supervisors of these
agencies regarding recommendations as to needs and goals for services to
Negro children. Published and unpublished material pertinent to the prob-
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lems and current trends in child welfare as well as materials of the United
States Children's Bureau and the Child Welfare Division of Arkansas were
used as a frame of reference for this study.
Scope and Limitations
This study was limited to services to Negro children rendered by the
Child Welfare Division of Little Rock, Arkansas, from June, 1947, to June 1,
1951. These years were selected because the writer was employed as the
child welfare worker for Negro children with the agency during this time.
The writer's services to children were largely to children referred
throughout the State since there were no funds available on a local level
for services. In Pulaski Covinty the Junvenile Court was the designated
agency to provide services to children.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGiROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF
CHILD WELFARE SERVICES IN ARKANSAS
Historical Baokgrottnd and Area
Description of area.--Arkansas, a state chronologically young, has
many types of racial and cultural Influences, It Is neither "deep South"
nor "far West" and within Its borders exist a variety of heritages and
types of thinking. According to the census of 1950, the Arkansas popula¬
tion was 1,901,631 and 623,243 urban and 1,278,388 rural.^ The popula¬
tion was predominantly white and predominantly rural.
Period of transition.—^For the purpose of this study, the areas of
Pulaski County, Little Rock and North Little Rock, were of Immediate con¬
cern. Pulaski County Is the most thickly populated of all the seventy-
five counties In Arkansas. In 1950, the Comty had a total population of
191,685. The Negro population of the County was 44,782 and 66 per cent
of this number lived In Little Rock and North Little Rock, while 72 per
cent of the white popxilatlon In the County lived In these two cities.
The Negro population was 28 per cent of the County population, and 26 per
cent of the two cities.
Lack of compulsory registration of births makes It Impossible to de-
United States Depeurtment of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Population
of the United States Series, P-c-3|. No. 10, Government Printing Office,
1951, p. 5.
2
United States Population of Counties. Census of 1950. The World Al¬
manac and Book of Facts for 1952. Published by New York World-Telegram
and Sun, 1951, p. 417.
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termine accurately the extent that nat\rral increases in the two population
groups (white euid Negro) are the major determining factors in the relation¬
ship of the size of the one to the other. Vital statistics for adjacent
areas would indicate that there is a high degree of probability that the
changes in population ratio have been more the result of immigration than
natural caiises.
Little Rock is the capital and leading city of the State. It is also
the county seat of Pulaski County. It may be significant to mention that
Negroes were a part of this community prior to the time of its incorpora¬
tion as a city.
Cotton is one of the leading agricultural products of this area and
commercial activities centered around cotton and its products; there are
railroad shops and manufacturing establishments in diversified fields.
Livestock and mineral deposits have increased the wealth and revenue of the
area considerably. The brawn and sweat jobs were held by Negroes. Negroes
were also in business pursuits and, as others, they have made a contribu¬
tion to the cultural aspects of community living.^
Development of Child Welfare Services
Early care of children.—Before 1937, Arkansas had no state-wide agen¬
cy functioning in the field of special services to children. Arkansas
followed the pattern of most of the states in early methods of child care.
The methods of child care Included apprenticeship and placement in alms¬
houses and later in child caring institutions. Apprenticeship might be
i
National Urban League, Report of Survey Corniminitv Relations Project
Greater Little Rock, Arkansas. New York: The League, Vol. I, October,
1946, pp. 10-12.
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considered a forerunner of foster home care since the children were "bound
over by the courts to a certain family." The family usually agreed to
keep him until he was twenty-one.
Mothers* pension for the dependent child.—Legislation in behalf of
dependent, minor children was enacted in 1917, entitled "Mothers' Pension".
This act provided that mothers, whose husbands were dead, imprisoned, de¬
serted, or were physically and mentally handicapped, were entitled to re¬
ceive ten dollars for the first child and five dollars each for other
children, if they were able to maintain a svdtable home for them.
Legislative_eQnslderation shown the delinquent child.—The delinquent
child was shoim consideration in an Act of 1905 which created the State
Reform Schools for white and Negro boys. An Act was passed in 1917 provid¬
ing for a Girls Industrial School for white girls. It was not until 1949
that an Act was passed providing for an Industrial School for Negro girls.
The Juvenile Court Act was also passed in 1917.
Services of. the Arkansas charities, and correction commission to
children.—The Arkansas charities and correction Commission was created
in 1917. Under this Commission, some local organizations were set up in
behalf of children, and they functioned imtil 1927. During the early
1930's federal programs operated in the field of public welfare for fami¬
lies and children. When the federal funds were withdrawn from the states,
the Social Seciurity Act was passed, which provided for grants to states
in the field of public welfare.
Social Security Act and Child Welfare Division.—The Child Welfare
Division functions under Title V, Part 3 of the Social Security Act and
under Section Seven of Arkansas Act 280. The purposes of the federal Act
7
are as follows;
Administer or supervise all child welfare activities, in accor¬
dance with the rules and regulations of the State Department includ¬
ing; (a) the regulation of the importation of children; (b) licensing
and supervising of private and public child-caring agencies and in¬
stitutions and boarding homes for children; (c) the care of dependent,
neglected and delinquent children, and children mentally or physical¬
ly handicapped, in foster homes or in institutions; (d) the care and
supervision of children placed for adoption; (e) the care and super¬
vision of the Juvenile Court Departments. This part provided for
strengthening, especially in predominantly rural areas, public wel¬
fare services for the protection and care of homeless, dependent,
and neglected children, and children in danger of becoming delinquent.
Thus to reach children in need of Child Welfare Services, the
Child Welfare Division has placed trained personnel in the many
counties throughout the State for specialized services.1
Three Community Chest and Council Survey Reports
In Pulaski County, the development of services to children and more
recently to Negro children was illvistrated by three siurveys made in 1939,
1946 and 1947.
The 1939 Survey Report.—In 1938, a small group socially minded cit¬
izens, conscious of community needs, petitioned the Little Rock Community
Council for a sui^ey of the social needs of Greater Little Rock. The sur¬
vey pointed out the needs for child welfare services in Pulaski County.
The Child Welfare Division, State Department of Public Welfare, had func¬
tioned Informally in regard to many individual cases and was available
for consultations and such help as it could give \inder its present program.
It was earnestly hoped that the State would appropriate the additional
funds necessary to extend the services of this Division to Pulaski Cotmty.
There were no private children’s agencies in Greater Little Rock
1
State of Arkansas Department of Public Welfare, Child Welfare Manual.
Child Welfare Division, Little Rock, Arkansas; July, 1951, pp. 1”5.
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serving the Negro child. The public program was confined to the work of the
Juvenile Court and the Aid to Dependent Children's program of the County
Department of Public Welfare. It was recommended that the Child Welfare
Section of the Council of Social Agencies appoint a special sub-committee
to study this field and to interpret its findings to the public spirited
citizens of both races.^
The 19A6 Survey Report.—The Community Council of Greater Little Rock
in December, 1946, invited the National Urban League to conduct a survey
of health, economic and cultural problems of Little Rock, Arkansas, as
they related to conditions in the Negro population.
The survey pointed out that the problems of public welfare services
in the State of Arkansas bear upon the administration of services in Pu¬
laski County, The County Welfare Commission had local responsibility for
administering the Federal-State financial categorical welfare services,
and child welfare services. The thinking of the director of this agency,
in reg€u:d to administrative practices, was thoroughly in line with good
professional standards. This also applied to the interracial practices of
the agency.
The sui*vey further pointed out that the writer, one of the two Negro
workers on the staff, attended the Atlanta University School of Social
Work on a scholarship provided by the Child Welfare Division, State Depart¬
ment of Public Welfare, This honor, the first of its kind awarded to any
county welfare worker in the State, reflected the objective racial atti-
i '
The Little Rock Survey, A Eovtr Weeks Study of Public and Private
Social Work. New Yorks Association of Community Chest and Coiinclls, Inc.,
April 1, 1939, pp. 134-36.
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tudes of the local director and the state child welfare supervisor as well
as others on the administrative level. Plans were made for the recipient
of the scholarship to return to the local agency upon completion of her
professional training and assume major responsibilities for ease work ser¬
vices to dependent and neglected Negro children, and children with special¬
ized needs.^
The 19i7 Survey Report.—In 1947, the Community Chest and Council
Board of Greater Little Rock authorized a study of the Child Welfare Ser¬
vices in the community, following a formal recommendation submitted by the
Child C6a*e Committee of the Community Council. During the year 1946, num¬
erous situations and agencies involving the care of children had come to
the attention of this committee.
Mr. Duane W. Christy, Executive Vice-President of the Children’s Home
in Cincinnati, Ohio, spent a week in Little Rock, Arkansas, October 27 to
November 1, 1947, for the purpose of making a study of the local child
welfare services. The significant findings of that study pointed out that
the Child Welfare Division, State Department of Public Welfare, had done
an excellent job with a restricted staff and extremely limited funds but
recommended that:
1. The public funds available for foster home care are com¬
pletely inadequate.
2. The caseloads are too high in this Department and it was
felt that with more adequate financing, reasonable caseloads can
be developed.
3. A xmiform board rate for comparable boarding homes shoiiLd
be established in the community so as to do away with competition
of agencies for foster homes. At the present time there is a dlf-
1
National Urban League, fifi. £ii., pp. 180-82.
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ferential in board rates in those homes used by the Pulaski County
Court and those used by the State Welfare Department.
4. All adoptive applications, studies and placements should
be made by the State Welfare Department with the final approval of
the adoption being made by the Probate Court. Studies of children
already in adopted homes should be made by the State Welfare Depart¬
ment. Where a child is found neglected in a prospective adoptive
home, then this situation should be referred to the Juvenile Court
for action and for protection of the child.
5. There is a real need for a follow-up case work service for
unmarried mothers, especially those girls from rural counties out¬
side of Pulaski County. This should be the responsibility of the
State Department of Welfare.
6. There is need for uniformity in the adoptive practice con¬
cerning the waiting period wherein the mother may change her mind
prior to the completion of the adoption. At the present time, the
State Department of Public Welfare arranges for a three to six
months waiting period, whereas, it is generally felt that the Ju¬
venile Court does not adhere to this practice.
7. All unmarried mothers shoiald have their children placed by
the same agency. At the present time, the Juvenile Court places
children of Pulaski County girls, and the State Department of Public
Welfare, places children of girls outside of Pulaski County. It is
recommended that the State Department of Public Welfare place all
children irrespective of their residence in the State of Arkansas."^
Thus in Arkansas, a State combining Southern and Western Influences
in its historical and cultural development, services to Negro children
have developed more slowly than services to other children, as might be
expected. However, in Pulaski County, the scene of this study. Important
foivard strides were underway.
1
Duane W. Christy, "A Look Ahead," Study of Child Welfare Services of
Greater Little Rock. Arkansas (November, 1947), pp. 30-35.
CHAPTER III
SERVICES TO CHILDREN
When Christ said, "Suffer little children to come unto me, and
forbid them not, for such is the kingdom of heaven,” what he was
proposing was the scientific appreciation of children. If for His
noim "heaven" we substitute the words "hiiman life," we can see this
kingdom in its proper scientific perspective. The child, in short,
is the kingdom of human life because he represents the perfectible,
salvable potentiality of human life. The child is the essence of
transfiguration.
Throvigh modern child care procedure this child in more or less
degree, any child can become the demonstrable proof of the possibil¬
ity of creating a better, finer human mind and personality. Through
scientific homefinding, placement and supervision, the parentless
child can be saved from a life warped by institutional care. Through
special training the blind child can be given a substitute for sight,
the deaf child a substitute for hearing. Through medical attention
and training the crippled child can be restored, the delinquent child
redeemed. By keying our efforts and services to the need of the in-
dividxaal child we, in all truth and with expectation of considerable
success, begin to build a better human community,^
Although churches, schools, libraries, recreation centers «ind health
services, support and supplement parental care and training, children often
have needs their parents and these combined resources can not meet. Many
difficulties are posed by behavior problems and physical or mental handi¬
caps of children. Children express themselves in various ways when their
needs are not met. They may be hostile, agressive, fearful, withdrawn or
overdependent. In other ways, they may not conform to social standards by
becoming truants or runaways or by stealing. Then, they may be unable to
relate themselves to any person or social sitxiation.
1
Robert E. G. Harris, "Creating Public Opinion in Support of Essential





Sources of referral.—The request for service was not confined to Pu¬
laski County, but referrals were accepted from over the State. These were
usually made by other child welfare workers and county welfare departments.
However, the request for service usually originated with parents, other so¬
cial agencies, medical agencies, schools, and professioneO. and lay people.
The request for service was accepted on such cases as:
Children in their own homes in need of special care and social
treatment.
Application for children for adoption, or foster home care.
Placement of children in institutions, or in homes of close
relatives.
Plans for sending children to another state, or coTinty, apart
from their own parents.
Plans for authorizing the coming of a child, apart from his
parents, to the State.
Requests for case studies and reports in regard to a child,
made by other agencies within and without the State.
Recommendation that a boy or girl, be sent to institutions
for delinquents.
Temporary foster homes for children receiving help from other
agencies.
Plans for the care, away from home, of an unmarried pregnant
girl.
Plans for the child of an unmarried mother away from the
mother.^
The highest incidence of referrals of children placed in foster homes
were made by their own mothers, welfare departments and institutions, as
shown in Table 1. While, with children who remained in their own homes,
referrals came from welfare departments, schools and the Juvenile Court.
There were no referrals of children from parents, where children remained
in their own homes. This pointed out the limitations of child welfare
services to children in Pulaski County. The child welfare worker really
had no choice as to whether a child should be left in his own home or placed
State of Arkansas Department of Public Welfare, 22* dt.. pp. 30-31.
in a foster home. There were no fvinds available on a local level for fos¬
ter home care. Consequently, only infants relinquished for adoption or
for temporary care were provided foster home care. Children from other
coxinties in the State, however were provided care in foster homes in Pulas¬
ki County.
TABLE 1
REFERRAL SOURCE OF CHILDREN IN RELATION
TO TYPE OF CARE





Total 42 17 25
Own mother 10 10
Own father 1 1
Institutions 6 - 6
Juvenile Covirt 1 •1 —
Out-of-state agency 1 — -
Schools 3 3 —
Welfare departments 20 13 7
In many instances the child welfare worker could not change the home
situation and neither could she basically change the parent-child rela¬
tionship, but she did help the child in normal relationships to gain cer¬
tain satisfactions. Good basic casework calls for early detection of emo¬
tional problems and treatment within the home setting. Therefore, study
and treatment in the child’s own home was not always possible. Parents
were frequently inflexible. Sometimes the symptoms persisted in spite of
casework.^
1
Martin Gula, "Study and Treatment Homes for Troubled Children,"
Children’s Bureau Publication (November, 1947).
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TABLE 2
INTERVAL BETWEEN TIME OF REFERRAL OF CHILDREN
AND BEGINNING OF CASEWORK SERVICE IN
RELATION TO TYPE OF CARE








Total 42 17 25
Less them two weeks 34 12 22
Two weeks 2 1 1
Three weeks 2 2 --
One month 4 2 2
Time from referral to beginning of treatment.—From Table 2, It can
be seen that casework service began In most of the referrals in less than
two weeks. Actually, It was necessary to plan foster home ceu:*e for nine
children the same day of the referral, and for six children, plans were
made one day after the referral. The requests for immediate foster home
care were usually for infants. Most of the forty**two children were in
foster hornet).
Characteristics and Problems of Children
It Wasiimportemt for the worker to know the child, his family, and
their needs before she could adequately diagnose the problems Involved and
attempt treatment. This not only involved an vinderstanding of the home
sltiiatlon but also the emotional and environmental factors.
Age and school grade of children.—In Table 3, the ages were classi¬
fied according to the psychosocial developnent of children. It ceui be
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seen that twenty children under six months of age were In foster homes,
whereas, there were no referrals of children, aged six months to two years
and fourteen years to eighteen years for foster home care. The next high¬
est Incidence of referrals, after the Infants needing foster home care,
was among the pre-adolescent and adolescent groups remaining In their own
homesw It might be significant to mention that of the twenty-five child¬
ren In foster homes, fifteen were referrals made from over the State, with
one from out-of-the State. The other ten children were Infants of unmar¬
ried mothers In Pulaski County.
s
Foster homes are especially desirable for Infants and pre¬
school children. Children under two years of age should not be
cared for In groups, because they need the constant attention and
affection of one person. They can not develop normally when they
receive care from a constantly chemglng group of mother substitutes.
Foster families vary In many respects. Some are better
equipped for older children, some for boys, some for babies, some
for Just one child, some for several children. We need to decide
not only that a foster home Is preferable for a given child, but
that this particular home Is most likely to meet his needs and
make him happy.^
TABLE 3
AGES OF CHILDREN REFERRED IN REUTION TO TYPE OF CARE





Total 42 17 25
Under 6 months 20 20
6 months to 2 years 1 1 -
2 years to 6 years 3 - 3
6 years to 10 years 4 3 1
10 years to 14 years 7 6 1
14 years to 18 years 7 7 —
1
Elizabeth W. Deuel, "Understanding the Child In Need of Foster Home
Placement," Reprint from North Dakota Welfare News and Views (February,
1947), 2.
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In the group of seven pre-adolescent children, five attended school
and were enrolled in grades one to four, whereas, there were two children
aged ten and fourteen who had never attended school. In the adolescent
group of seven children, three aged fifteen were in grades eight, nine and
eleven respectively. While two children aged sixteen were in grades fotor
and ten. Also there was one child aged seventeen in the fourth grade.
TABLE 4
PROBLEMS PRESENTED IN RELATION TO









Total 16 26 7 10 9 16
Dependency 3 5 2 2 1 3
Delinquency 3 5 3 4 - 1
Illegitimacy 6 11 - - 6 11
Neglected or Unwanted 1 1 - - 1 1
Physical Handicap 3 4 2 4 1 *
The problems and sex of children presented.—As shown in Table 4, the
incidence of problems was fairly evenly distributed with relation to sex
of children in their own homes and foster, homes except that the problems
of Illegitimacy cmd neglect occurred only among children in foster homes
and most of these children were females. There does not seem to be any
correlation between the type of problems presented and the sex of the
child. In further regard to the sex of children, the females out-numbered
the males in both groups.
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Many children and young people require care and training, tem¬
porarily and permanently, apart from their families. These includ.e
children who have no families or who have been relinquished by
their parents or removed from parents legally found unfit or in¬
capable of caring for them. They may be children needing care be¬
cause of death, desertion, divorce, or illness in their families.
They may be unmarried mothers, run-away children, young people in
need of social control and training, or children without legal guar¬
dian. 1
Custody of children.—Children were not placed in a foster home lan-
til the Child Welfare Division had temporary custody of them. Parents
or the legal guardian of the child voluntarily gave custody or the county
judge awarded it in a Juvenile Court hearing. When it was the mother’s
plan to relinquish her child to the Division for adoption, she was assist¬
ed in the proper legal procedure for the protection of herself and her
child. Funds were available to pay boarding home C€u?e for a six months
period of their physical and mental development. If the mother, when
discharged from the foster home or the Florence Crittenton Home for Negro
Girls, was unable to make a definite plan for her child, the Division
provided temporary home care for the baby usually from sixty to ninety
2
days.
Separation is a common problem in casework. Ifeny families
clearly belong and want to belong together; many families cannot,
do not want, or are not competent to maintain themselves as units,
because of death or other interruptions, defects, or distortions
in the child-caring and home-making capacities. When the break
acttially occurs, when separation is imminent because of incompe¬
tent parents or parents who do not want their children or because
of extreme behavior problems or unusually severe handicaps, the
placement process can be thought of as a Tclearly defined function.3
1
Elizabeth W. Deuel, "Child Welfare," Social Work Year Book, (ed.)
Margaret B. Hodges (New York, 1951), p. 93.
2
State of Arkansas Department of Public Welfare, ££. cit.. pp. 67-74.
3
Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Case Work. Second
Edition, Revised (New York, 1951), p. 282. *
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TABLE 5
TYPES OF CUSTODY TAKEN FOR CHILDREN IN FOSTER HOMES





Total 25 5 20
Dependency 4 1 3
Delinquency 1 1 -
Illegitimacy 17 2 15
Neglected or Unwanted 2 - 2
Physical Handicap 1 1 •
The twent7 children in foster homes were in permanent custody, where¬
as, five children were in temporary custody, as indicated in Table 5. Of
the twenty-five children in foster homes, seventeen were children of un-
msirried peirents. Clearly, this demonstrated the State's assumption of re¬
sponsibility to illegitimate children.
It seems unnecessary to point out that special provision by
the state for the care and protection of illegitimate children
is needed, because they are no frequently dependent, their mortal¬
ity rate is usually nearly double that of legitimate children,
they are very often exposed to a demoralizing environment, the
mother is not in a position to protect them, or their interests
are ignored by her as well as by the father.^
1
Grace Abbott, The. Child and the State (Chicago, 1942), p. 505.
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TABLE 6
PARENTAL STATUS OF CHILDREN REFERRED
Parental Status Total
Children
Care in Care in
Own Home Foster Home
Total 42 17 25





Parent in mental in-
4 2 2
stitution 2 - 2
Parents divorced 4 3 1
Parents separated 4 2 2
Both parents deceased 2 1 1
Mother deceased 2 2 -
Father deceased 2 2 •
Marital status of parents.-~It can be seen in Table 6 that the high¬
est incidence of the group consisted of twenty-two children whose mothers
were penrents out of wedlock. Only fo\ir children were living with both
parents, whereas, in the case of sixteen children, the home had been
broken by illness, or divorce, or separation or death.
Children who have spent their first months or years in so-
called broken homes or homes in which human relationships are bad-
' lyrdlstorbed, themselves come out with crippled personalities.
This sort of thing happens more readily in our social minority
groups. People who have not yet become absorbed, in terms of ideas
and attitudes or in family structxire or in their ability to rebate
themselves with the larger social group, also deprive their child- ^
ren of early htuaan experiences to which they can relate themselves."^
1
Lauretta Bender, "There is No Substitute for Family Life," Child








Care in Care in
Own Home Foster Home
Total 42 17 25
Less than 1 month 2 2
1 month to 2 months 4 1 3
2 months to 4 months 4 3 1
4 months to 6 months 5 3 2
6 months to 8 months 8 4 4
8 months to 10 months 3 - 3
10 months to 1 year 2 - 2
1 year to 2 years 7 3 4
2 years to 3 years 7 3 4
Table 7 presented the fact that casework services were from less than
one month to more than two years. It seemed that the child's living sit-
viation did not influence the period of casework services as it was about
the same for children in their own homes as for children in foster homes.
For three children placed for adoption in Pulaski County, casework ser¬
vices continued for more than six months after the children had been re¬
moved from the foster homes to the adoptive homes.
In working with children in their own homes, where the parents were
finable to handle the problem alone, the writer visited the home, the
school, the church and the community in an effort to help the parents work
out the problems. An effort was also made to establish a warm relation-
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ship with the child and his parents.
The children in foster homes were visited regiolarly to give counsel,
encoviragement and advice to them and to foster parents. These children
received from the Child Welfare Division, medical care, educational help,
adequate clothing and an allowance for personal spending money so, as
nearly as possible, a normal happy life could be enjoyed by every child.
Social case work is the way in which the professionally
trained social worker may best help the child through the re¬
lease of resovirces in the immediate environment and capacities
in the individual which may give him a fuller and more satis¬
fying life. The caseworker should use the relationships which
she has with the child, his parents, and the foster parents to
convey interest, understanding, and acceptance on the basis of
which each may be helped to express his feelings, to see his
problems or needs more clearly, and to become more confident
and capable of dealing with them.^
Uses were made of the available resources in the community, namely:
schools, coimty welfare department (financial assisteuice, hospitalization,
remedial eye service and crippled children's services), and health ser¬
vices (County Health Unit, Mental Hygiene and Pediatric Clinics).
It was a challenge for the writer to initiate Child Welfare Services
for Negro children in Pulaski County as there was resistance to the ser¬
vices by the Juvenile Court, the designated agency to assume responsibil¬
ity for services to all children. Another difficulty encountered was the
lack of funds for boarding home care for children. Futile attempts were
made by the Directors of the Child Welfare Division and the Pulaski De¬
partment of Public Welfare to get the County Judge to allocate funds for
child welfare services. Then it was made possible through the State De-
1
Alfred F. Whitman, Standards for Children's Organizations Providing
Foster Family Care (New York, 1941), p. 15.
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partment of Public Welfare for the County Welfare Director to allocate
$100.00 monthly from the agency's general relief fund for Child Welfare
Services for a limited time. This enabled the writer to initiate a fos¬
ter home care program for two Infants of unmarried mothers who had been
relinquished for adoption. The children's clothing and medical care
were provided by the Child Welfare Division.
The services for children in Pulaski County were focused on child¬
ren in foster homes, unmarried parents and their children. There was
not much progress made in casework services for children in their own
homes. The writer felt that until the function of the Juvenile Court
was redefined in regard to its services to children it would be diffi¬
cult for child welfare services to expand in Pulaski County. There has
never been a white child welfare worker in Pulaski County, consequent¬
ly, child welfare services were not only limited for Negro children but
they were limited for all children. Despite the early difficulties en¬
countered, there was some progress made in rendering casework services
to Negro children.
Disposition of Case
In Table 8, the child's living situation when casework services were
terminated was indicated. Of the twenty-five children in foster homes,
twelve children remained with foster parents, while seven were placed with
adoptive parents. In the group of seventeen children in their own home,
four children returned to their mother, while five were placed with re¬
latives. Also four children in their own homes and one child in a foster
home were placed in state institutions.
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TABLE 8
CHILD’S LIVING SITUATION WHEN CASEWORK
SERVICES TERMINATED
Child’s Living Situation Total
Children
Care in Care in
Own Home Foster Home
Total 42 17 25
Returned to mother only 6 4 2
Returned to both parents 2 1 1
Placed with adoptive parents 7 - 7
Remained with foster parents 12 - 12
Placed with relatives 6 5 1
Returned to mother and step-
father 1 1 -
Returned to father and step-
mother 3 2 1
Placed in state institution
for mental defectives 1 1 -
Placed in state institution




Generally girls who were unmarried mothers were young. Many of them
were very emotional and immature and were still struggling with the prob¬
lems of adolescence. In their relationships with people, their primary .
motivation was to find someone to love them. There were indications of
a childhood usually of extreme emotional deprivation, either broken homes,
or because their parents were Incapable of giving the dependency gratifi¬
cation so essential to their normal emotional maturation. With their de¬
pendency needs ungratified, their emotional matiiratlon was stunted.
Hence, they continued to seek that gratification of which they were de¬
prived in their childhood, the desire for which they had never relin-
m
qulshed. A great majority of unmarried mothers were from the low-income
group which made assistance for medical and social care a necessity.
The girl's problem was further complicated by the attitude of her
family toward her pregnancy—usually both the parents and girl had much
feeling of guilt. Then the unmarried mother was often desperately lone¬
ly because she did not get affection or support from family or friends,
or from the man whom she hoped to marry. In many instances the father
of her child not only refused to see her, but often denied all responsi¬
bility that the child was his, and would even refuse to contribute to the
support of the child.
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The unmarried mother, who is undecided about a future plan for
the child, or who has decided that she wishes to give up her baby
for adoption, is in need of the most expert social service the com¬
munity can provide. Such a service wotild give the mother an oppor¬
tunity to get a perspective of her situation and to learn what she
wants to do. This will not be accomplished in one interview but
may take many interviews.^
TABLE 9
INTERVAL FROM TIME OF REFERRAL TO BEGINNING OF
CASEWORK SERVICES FOR UNMARRIED MOTHERS
AND THEIR RESIDENCE







Total 31 23 8
Same day 4 3 1
One day to six days 5 4 1
Seven days to thirteen days 8 4 4
Thirteen to twenty days 7 5 2
Twenty-one days to thirty days 3 3 -
Thirty-one days to sixty days 4 4
Interval from time of referral to beginning of casework services for
unmarried mothers and their residence.—Table 9 pointed out that of the
thirty-one unmarried mothers, twenty-three lived in Pulaski County, where¬
as, eight unmarried mothers lived elsewhere in the State. There were fif¬
teen cases of referrals accepted for casework services within two to three
weeks, however, there were four cases accepted the same day of referral,
with five more cases in less than a week. All except four cases were ac-
1
Ma\id Morlock, ”Shall I Keep Baby^" Children's Bureau Publication
(July, 1942), 2.
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cepted in the first month, and these were accepted the second month after
referral.
The vmmarried mother and the child born out of wedlock gen¬
erally need the services of a social agency. Facilities shoxild
be provided to insure care for every mother who desires assistance
and for every baby who needs protection.1
TABLE 10
PRESENTING PROBLEMS OF UNMARRIED MOTHER AND
LIVING ARRANGEMENT AT TIME OF REFERRAL
Presenting Problems
at Time of Referral
Living Arrangement of Unmarried Mother
Ovm Relative's Friend's Employer's Institu-
Total Home Home Home Home tion








and medical care 5 2 3 aw aw
Foster home care 13 5 3 2 1 2
Dependent adult
mother illegitimate¬
ly pregnant" 3 3
Dependent child ille¬
gitimately pregnant" 6 5 1 - - -
"Dependent mother and dependent child indicated that they were reci¬
pients of Aid to Dependent Children Grants through the Pulaski County De¬
partment of Public Welfare.
Problems and living situation of the unmarried mother at time of re¬
ferral.—In Table 10, it was indicated that the highest incidence of re¬
ferrals were unmarried mothers living in their own homes, whereas, the
1
Maud Morlock, "Foster-Home Care for Unmarried Mothers," Children's
Bureau Publication (August, 1950), 1.
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next were those living in homes of relatives. The problem of the need for
foster home care occurred most frequently. The need for financial assis¬
tance and medical care, and for care of a dependent pregnemt child oc¬
curred nearly an equal number of times.
Speaking generally, we know that the unmarried mother is an
unhappy and neurotic girl who seeks through the medium of an out-
of-wedlock baby to find an answer to her own unconscious conflicts
,and needs. She is acting out an unconscious, infantile fantasy,
the roots of which are vinknown to us but the results of which con¬
stitute an urgent problem. That problem cannot be uprooted and
isolated like a culture in a laboratory; hence, our need to under¬
stand the girl's psychological pattern and to help her with her
own life problems as a whole. Yet the solution of that problem
must conform to the reality of the world in which we live or it
is no solution. And the external reality, as we know, is neither
gentle nor promising for the unmarried mother and her child.^
TABLE 11
WHEREABOUTS OF UNMARRIED MOTHER AT TIME OF REFERRAL
AND OCCUPATION PRIOR TO REFERRAL
Whereabouts at Time
of Referred Total
Occupation of Unmarried Mother
Employed Attending School
Total 31 17 14
Own home 17 8 9
Relative's home 8 3 5
Friend's home 2 2 -
Employer's home 1 1 -
Institutions 3 3
Table 11 pointed out that the highest incidence of referrals were from
unmarried mothers living in their own home and the next highest were those
1
Leotine R. Young, "The Unmarried Mother's Decision About Her Baby,"
Understanding the Psychology of the Unmarried Mother (1947), p. 14.
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living In homes of relatives. The highest Incidence of those emplo7ed and
attending school were in their own homes.
TABLE 12
AGES OF UNMARRIED MOTHERS AND MARITAL







Total 31 15 16
13 - 16 14 7 7
16 - 19 6 3 3
19 - 22 3 2 1
22 - 25 2 2 -
25 - 28 3 1 2
28 - 31 1 - 1
31 - 34 1 - 1
34 - 37 1 — 1 .
Aee of unmarried mother and marital status of narents.—It was indi-
cated In Table 12, that the highest Incidence of Illegitimacy was among
the adolescent group of twenty unmarried mothers between the ages of thir¬
teen and nineteen. There were eleven unmarried mothers in the age group
ranging from twenty to thirty-five.
Almost h«1f of the more than 80,000 births out of wedlock re¬
ported each year are to girls under twenty years of age. Not all,
or perhaps not anywhere near all, of these girls were enrolled in
schools. For the most part these young mothers belong to population
groups where their opporttonity for education is limited. Neverthe¬
less, a considerable number of them are in the schools when their
pregnancy becomes known, and thus the schools and the teachers are
drawn into the problem of what is to be done. First of all there
is an adolescent to be dealt with, a fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen
year old girl
as the other. i
neither child or woman, but reacting as one and then
1
Maud Morlock, "The Adolescent Ikimarried Mother," Children's Bureau
Publication (May, 1946), 51.
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In the adolescent group of twenty unmarried mothers, the marital sta¬
tus of their parents was fairly evenly distributed, but the parents of
all of the group of three unmarried mothers in the age range of twenty-
eight through thirty-seven, were iinmarried.
Characteristics of Unmarried Mothers
Education.—k vast majority of the unmarried mothers in the study did
not advance beyond the eighth grade. In the thirty-one cases of \mmarried
mothers, only four had finished high school, eleven had some high school
education, whereas, two had completed the eighth grade, and fourteen were
in grades ranging from two to seven. In the adolescent group of twenty
girls, fourteen were enrolled in school at the time of their pregnancy.
Occupation.—The studies conducted on the occupation of unmarried
mothers showed that the unmarried mother had a tendency to gravitate to¬
ward unskilled occupations, usually those in the field of domestic and
personal service. In the group of thirty-one unmarried mothers sixteen
were employed in the field of personal and domestic service, however, there
was one employed as a typist.
Children of unmarried mothers.—Of the group of thirty-one unmarried
mothers, the highest incidence in terms of pregnancies was among nineteen
mothers who had their first child. In ten cases the unmarried mothers
had only Illegitimate children, whereas in two cases, the mothers had both
legitimate and illegitimate children.
Casework Services
The Child ¥elfare Division provided services to unmarried pregnant
girls, and was concerned in locating and assisting them. Because 11-
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legitimate births present such serious problems, socially, medically, legal¬
ly and economically, the Division recognized the \jrgent need of most of
these girls for help with their problems. Financial assistance and social
service were available to the unmarried mother and to the child born out
.of wedlock.
The Division provided foster home care for the unmarried mothers be¬
fore delivery. Funds were available for medical care and regular use was
made of free hospital clinics.
Casework services were provided to the unmarried mothers before de¬
livery and afterwards. The services were focused toward solution of the
girl's own problem as well as the best plan for her baby after delivery.
Foster home caire was usually provided for those cases where the
mother was considering adoption as the best plan for her child. There
was no age limit on unmarried mothers accepted for services.
The foster home care program for Negro xuimarrled mothers was initiat¬
ed in 1949, by the Child Welfare Division. The \/rlter worked with a group
of Interested women (Negro and white) in the establishing of a Florence
Crittenton Home for Negro girls in 1950, The Child Welfare Division pro¬
vided casework services to this institution.
Period of casework services.—Clearly, Table 13, brought out that
the period of casework services was fairly evenly distributed between
eighteen unmarried mothers in their own homes and those in foster homes,
with the period of casework services ranging from one month to one year.
In cases of unmarried mothers who lived in Pulaski County, casework ser¬
vices were started with the girl before she entered the foster home and
would continue even after the girl returned to her own home. In the
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cases of girls who lived elsewhere, casework services were terminated with
the girl leaving the foster homes.
The case worker's goal is to help a mother plan for her child
so that both of them will fulfill happy, useful lives. If the
plan ultimately decided upon by the mother does not seem to offer
the child the opportunity for optimum growth and happiness, the
caseworker must, nevertheless, still abide by the decision since
the mother has every right to her child. The worker uses all her
case work skills to help the mother understand her own needs and
her child's.^
TABLE 13
CASEWORK SERVICES TO UNMARRIED MOTHERS IN




Care in Care in
Own Home Foster Home*
Totad 31 18 13
1 month to 2 months 5
2 months to 4 months 7
4 months to 6 months 6
6 months to 8 months 4
8 months to 10 months 7












*The period in foster home was Inclusive of casework services to the
unmarried mother before she entered the foster home and after she returned
to her own home.
Length of stay in foster home.---In Table 14, it was indicated that of
the thirteen unmarried mothers provided foster home care, five lived in
Pulaski County amd eight lived elsewhere in the State. The stay in the
1
Sylvia Oshlog, "Surrendering a Child For Adoption," Understanding
the Psychology of tha Unmarried Mother. Family Service Association of
America (1945-1947), 32.
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foster home was for a longer period of time for girls who lived elsewhere.
The average period for stay in the foster home was from three to five
months. Usually the unmarried mother remained in the foster home for at
least six weeks after the birth of the baby.
The desirable length of stay in the foster home—^whether care
should begin before the birth of the baby, and how long it should
continue aften/ards—depends upon many factors, such as the mother’s
own resources, her eagerness to return to employment, her emotional
adjustment, the time at which she applied to an agency, and the
availability of funds.^
TABLE 14
LENGTH OF STAY IN FOSTER HOME FOR
UNMARRIED MOTHERS
Length of Stay
in Foster Home Total
Residence of Unmarried Mothers
Pulaski County Elsewhere
Total 13 5 8
Less than 1 month 1 1 -
1 month to 3 months 5 3 2
3 months to 5 months 5 1 4
5 months to 7 months 2 • 2
Disposition of child.-»-Clearlv. Table 15 pointed out that of the thir¬
ty-one cases of unmarried mothers, eighteen kept their babies, whereas,
twelve relinquished their babies for adoption. Of the twelve mothers that
relinquished babies for adoption, five of them returned to school. Only
three of the eighteen mothers, who kept their babies, married the putative
father. Also one Infant was placed with maternal relatives.
1
Maud Morlock, "Foster Home Care for Ttamarried Mothers," qp. cit.^ 53.
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If the caseworker, in her geniune wish to leave the client
free to make her own decision, does not strengthen that part of
the personality which is struggling to make a wise decision, the
unmarried mother may remain fixed in the very ambivalence of love
and hate which helped to create the pregnancy^ In helping the
client to discover and work through emotional needs, the casework¬
er should "take sides"' by pointing out those elements that make it
desirable or undesirable to keep the child.^
TABLE 15
MOTHER’S SITUATION FOLLOWING BIRTH OF CHILD











Total 31 18 12 1
Went to work 10 6 3 1
Returned to school 5 - 5 -
Remained in relative's home
Remained in own home and
5 5
did not work 4 4 - -
Married 4 3 1 -
Retvcrned to institution 2 - 2 -
Deceased 1 — 1 -
Characteristics of Putative Father
Putative Father.—It should be remembered that much that has been said
about the need for understanding the particular emotional and social prob¬
lems of the tinmairied mother pertains also to the father. He should be
helped to realize his attitude toward the mother and particiilarly his
1
Frances H. Scherz, "Taking Sides in the Unmarried Mother’s Conflict,"
Understanding the Psychology of the Unmarried Mother. Family Service Asso¬
ciation of America {1945“1947), 22.
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feeling of responsibility for the child. Probably, society may punish
the irresponsible man by trying to force him to carry the financial re¬
sponsibility, but the revenge would not offer sufficient gratification
to produce a real attempt to make him contribute even that much to the
over all situation. The father of a child out of wedlock is usually
forgotten. Thus, the mother has. to bear the stigma of society’s hostil¬
ity and solicitudes.^
Age.—Generally, putative fathers were older than the mothers of il¬
legitimate children. The range of ages for the group of thirty-one pu¬
tative fathers was from sixteen to fifty-six. The highest incidence was
fifteen fathers in the age group that ranged from twenty-one through
twenty-eight, whereas, the next group of six fathers were in the age group
that ranged from sixteen through twenty-one.
Education.—The thirty-one putative fathers had more formal education
than the unmarried mothers. There were five who had completed grades one
to four, nine grades nine to twelve, whereas, five had some college educa¬
tion.
Occupation.—^Most of the twenty-seven employed putative fathers were
employed in those occupations found among unskilled workers, such as
truck drivers, hotel porters, janitors, sharecroppers and common laborers.
Also there was a minister in this group. Only four fathers in this group
attended school.
1
Irene M. Josselyn, "Cultural and Emotional Factors in Their Relation
to Unmarried Parents," Episcopal Service for Youth^ Inc.. (April, 1947).
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Marital Status and Legal Responsibilit7 to Unmarried Mother
The mother almost always was unmarried, but such was not the case
as regards the father. Studies have shown that many fathers of illegit¬
imate children were married and living with their legal wives.^
TABLE 16
MARITAL STATUS OF PUTATIVE FATHER AND LEGAL
RESPONSIBILITY TO UNMARRIED MOTHER
Marital Status of Legal Responsibility to Unmarried Mother
Putative Father Total None Settlement Adjudicated Married
Total 31 21 5 2 3
Single 14 12 1 1 -
Married 11 6 4 1 -
Separated 3 2 - - 1
Divorced 3 1 - - 2
Clearly, Table 16 brought out that of the group of thirty-one putative
fathers, twenty-one did not assume any responsibility. Fourteen fathers
were single, only two of whom assumed responsibility, while in contrast of
the group of eleven that were married, five made a settlement, althoiigh
only one in the group was adjudicated.
While the father's ability to assume some economic responsibil¬
ity for the child is important, other considerations involving so¬
cial and emotional problems should not be forgotten. The approach
to him should be one of helpfulness and not punishment. The social
worker should be cautious in advising coxirt action, even when the
mother or her family insist upon it because of hurt pride or a de¬
sire to punish the father. Of equal concern to the social worker
1
Clifford Brenner, "Illegitimacy and Aid to Dependent Children,"
Public Welfare (October, 1950).
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should be the attitude of some attorneys who insist that the ap¬
proach to the father should first be made by a lawyer. The use
of service of an attorney will immediately suggest punishment to
the father rather than the idea that he has some interest in the
child and a first claim to assist in plans for it. More will be
accomplished by a casework method than by a legal approach.^
1
Maud Morlock, ”A Community's Responsibility for the Child Born Out
of Wedlock," Children's Bureau Ihiblicatlon (January, 1943), 2.
CHAPTER V
FOSTER HOME AND ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS
The Child Welfare Division recognized that for an agency to have a
successful foster home progreun, much more was Involved than Just finding
homes. The focus was a skillful casework method used by the workers as
it related to the evaluation and selection of homes to meet the needs of
children.
The primary aim in a foster home study was to find foster parents
who really welcomed the companionship of a child. Although the stipend
was relatively small, the agency required that foster parents meet cer¬
tain physical, moral and economic standards.
A thorough study was made of adoptive homes for motives, emotional
situations, health, spiritual values, mental status, physical and economic
stability and standing in the community. The needs and potentialities of
the child were considered in selection of parents.
A soclcd worker in homefinding will need to use all he has
learned of human behavior in his professional training and all
that he has a self-knowledge to attain further \inderstanding and
insight. Knowledge and understanding of the needs and strivings
of the Individual, and adaptations, will be essential not only
in order to help a given applicant make hiniself known, but also
for the evaluation of the applicant's potentialities to render
the service, that is, to perform the work which he wants or
thinks he wants to undertake. The foster parent applicant un¬
like the client of a •social agency, is not seeking help. To be
sure, he is asking to be given a child, but his feeling often is
that he is giving himself and his resources more than that he is
asking. His concept may be that he is proffering a service and
being eval\iated for a job. In understanding the applicant as a
person, the focus must be on him as a potential parent useful to
the agency, rather than a client or patient with a problem to
solve who is primarily a recipient of the agency's service.^
1
Irene Josselyn, "Evaliaating Motives of Foster Parents," Child Welfare^






THE INTERVAL BETWEEN AND THE BEGINNING OF STUDY








Total 23 17 6
Less than 2 weeks 8 8 -
2 weeks to 1 month 6 6 -
1 month to 2 months - - -
2 months to 4 months - - -
4 months to 6 months 3 - 3
6 months to 8 months 1 1
8 months to 10 months 1 1
Iha. Interval between time of application of foster, home and adoptive
parents and the beginning of study.—In Table.17^ it can be seen that of
the seventeen foster home applications, fourteen were studied within less
than a month and the other three applications were studied within the
second month. With the adoptive applications, there was usually a four to
ten months delay because of the much needed waiting period on the part of
the adoptive parents. The study involved exploring possibilities for per¬
manent placement of a child.
The first interview with adoptive parents has certain like¬
nesses to and certain differences from that with boarding parents.
In both, the beginning of evaluation appears. In each, the reali¬
ties to be faced are interpreted. In both situations a relation¬
ship with the foster parent is begun and further prepared for.
The differences grow out of the characteristics inherent in the na-
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tvjre of boarding and of adoption. The essential difference lies
in the fact that the boarding parent is constantly aware of the
child*s ownership by someone else, while the adoptive jjarent is
free to make the child his own.l
TABLE 18
DISPOSITION OF FOSTER HOME AND ADOPTIVE APPLICATIONS
Disposition of Application Total Type of ApplicationFoster Home Adontive
Total 23 17 6
Accepted 19 14 5
Rejected 2 2 -
Withdrawn 2 1 1
Applications.—In Table 18, it was brought out that of the twenty-
three applications, seventeen were to care for children in foster homes.
Of this number the overwhelming majority were accepted as only two appli¬
cants were rejected and one applicant withdrew. The ratio between the
foster home applications and adoptive applications is not significant be¬
cause the adoptive home program was not initiated until the fourth year
of the time period of this study. It will be noted that no adoptive ap¬
plications were rejected, though one withdrew.
The necessity for refusing the application of certain would
be foster parents is naturally an Inherent part of the homefinding
job. To refuse with discrimination, tact, and acceptance requires
no small ability. It takes more than an amateur's insight. It is
an opportunity to convert a heretofore disagreeable chore into a
case-work challenge of no mean proportions.2
1





Characteristics of Foster and Adoptive Parents
TABLE 19








Total 23 17 17 11 6 6
30-35 3 1 2 1 1
36-41 3 2 - 1 3 1
42-47 6 3 5 2 1 1
48-53 3 3 2 1 1 2
54 - 59 5 5 6 4 - 1
60-65 3 3 2 3 - -
Age.—Table 19 showed the median of the group of forty foster and
adoptive parents was 49. For foster parents the median was 54. The median
for adoptive parents was 42.5. It will be noted that no adoptive parents
were above 60 years of age.
In many instances, the older foster parents were more accepting of
the demands placed on them by the agency and the foster child. Actually,
all the families needed close supervision and much Interpretation with re¬
gard to modern trends in child care.
Education.—Of the group of twenty-eight foster parents, eleven moth¬
ers had completed grades remglng from three through eight, while three had
completed grade ten, two had completed high school, also one mother had
finished four years of college. In the group of eleven foster fathers,
four had completed grade four, six had completed grades eight and nine,
while only one had finished high school. It was significant to note that
the group of seventeen foster mothers had slightly more formal education
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them the group of eleven foster fathers. Of the group of twelve adoptive
parents, the six adoptive fathers had completed education ranging from
the fifth grade to college graduation, whereas, the six adoptive mothers
had completed education ranging from the eighth grade to completion of
two years of college.
Occupation. -—The seventeen fathers were gainfully employed in occu¬
pations fotind among unskilled workers, such as farming, common labor and
carpentry, though there was one minister in the group. Of the twenty-
three mothers, one was a teacher and two were practical nurses, while most
of the remaining twenty did not work outside of their homes. There were
a few mothers Who did some laundry work for others in their homes.
Income.—The agency did not have a specific requirement as to the
amount of income applicants should earn, for some people spend more wise¬
ly than others, and living expenses vary for different communities. The
agency did expect the income to be adeqxxate to meet the needs of the
family, without having to use the money paid for the foster child to meet
their own needs. Aside from the actual cost of keeping the child, foster
parents used the money for whatever purpose they desired.
Marital status.—Of the group of twenty-eight foster parents, six
parents were widows. Seven additional parents had had a previous marriage.
Present marriages of the eleven couples ranged from eleven years to forty-
two years. In the group of twelve adoptive parents, only one parent had
not had a previous marriage. Their present marriages ranged from seven
years to twenty-six year*.
Religion.—The group of forty foster and adoptive parents all were
members of protestant churches.
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Motive for Wanting a Child
The applicants who came to the agency usually had all kinds of con¬
scious and unconscious motivations for wanting a child. There were those
who came for financial reasons, others came out of their very hostility
for children; some women vanted a child in order to impress their husbands
that they were adequate women, or to hold their husbands. Then there were
those who came out of their craving to be given to.
The evaluation of conscious motivations is qxiite inadequate in
estimating the foster home. The evaluation of vinconscious motiva¬
tions also would appear to give insufficient information. Of more
significance is the evaluation of the mode of expression that one
would anticipate the adult would use to express conscious and un-
conscioiis motivations involved in the desire to board a child. If
a woman wishes to fill a void that she feels in her life, it is im-
portcmt to consider whether that void is dxie to real emptiness in
her relationships with others or is the result of her need to grati¬
fy maternal role for which she cannot find sublimated outlet in so¬
cial contacts with other adults or in other employment. While it
certainly is not satisfactory to accept the conscloxis, verbalized
motivations expressed by potential foster parents as the criterion
for placing the child, it is equally dangerous to Ignore the con¬
scious verbalization without exploring how it serves an tinconscious
need,^
Areas of Resistance to Agency's Policy
Although in every case the foster parents were told that the place¬
ment of the child in their home was on a temporary basis and help was
given to assist in accepting this, there were always some foster parents
who proved emotionally unable to give up the foster child, even after he
has been removed from the home. Sometimes such foster parents threatened
to take legal action against the agency and seek permanent custody of a
foster child, especially if he learned that he was to be placed for adop¬
tion elsewhere,
i
Irene Josselyn, ap. cit.. pp, 3-10.
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Many times a temporary foster-parent needs support in giving
up a special child, when her emotions have become stronger than
she wanted them to grow, or else the foster-parent needs even more
support about the necessity to hold onto a particularly trying
child. The temporary foster-parent is usually one who likes and
accepts a challenge; and this, too, has to be used wisely by the
worker who has to recognize with the foster-parent that her achieve¬
ment is a subtle and sometimes almost intangible one, namely, getting
a child ready constructively to use a new experience.!
References
During the study of applications, at least three references were
p
contacted to gain more information about the applicants. Their opinions
about the family as prospective foster or adoptive parents were included
in the record. These contacts also enabled the i^riter to get a picture
as to the kind of people the friends and relatives of the applicants were.
The question whether interviewing references is worth while
is still undecided in the field. The trend seems to be towsurd
less reliance on references as case workers become more confident
in their own insight and interviewing skills. However, the de¬
velopment of such skills does not automatically call for a giving
up of all references, but rather a more selective and sensitive
use of them.2
Placement in Foster and Adoptive Homes
Months, from referral to first placement in foster and adoptive
homes.—It was pointed out in Table 20,that there was a much longer wait¬
ing period for placement of a child in the adoptive home than for the
placement of a child in a foster home. Children were placed in foster
homes in a period ranging from less than two weeks to two months, whereas,
children were placed in adoptive homes from six months to one year.
1
Draza Kline and Helen Mary Overstreet, "Maintaining Foster Homes
Through Case-Work Skills," Children's Bureau Publication (September, 1948),
16.
2
Dorothy Hutchinson, 22. cit.p. 88.
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Most foster parents want and expect a child right away. Both
office interviews and home visits can be used to interpret to ap¬
plicants the length of time it takes to place a child as well as
the impossibility of assuring just when a child may be available
(no one knows when a child is going to be deserted, for example).
These are among the many realities which all foster parents have
to accept and which grow out of uncontrollable factors on the job.
TABLE 20
MONTHS FROM REFERRAL TO FIRST PLACEMENT
IN FOSTER AND ADOPTIVE HOMES
Months from Referral
to First Placement Total Foster Home
Children
Adoptive Home
Total 19 U 5
Less than 2 weeks 2 2
2 weeks to 1 month 5 5 -
1 month to 2 months 7 7 -
6 months to 1 year 2 - 2
1 year and over 3 3
Length of stay in foster homes of children and unmarried mothers.—
In Table 21, it was brought out that the highest Incidence of the group of
fifty-seven children and twenty-two unmarried mothers was between two
months and four months, whereas, for the group of fifty-seven children the
highest incidence was less than one month. The length of stay in foster
homes seemed to have been fairly evenly distributed among the children from
less than one month to more than two years, while with the twenty-two un¬
married mothers, their stay in foster homes was for a much shorter time
than for children.
1
Dorothy Hutchinson, cit., p. 77,
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As an agency thinks of its temporary homes, there are three
familiar hazards: that the homes will not give the babies enough
emotional richness, that they will tie the children to them too
tightly, or that we cannot find enough of them. Perhaps these
are three aspects of one problem. We know beyond a doubt that
there are homes that can and do give warmly and constructively
and still let the baby go. We know beyond doubt that a temporary
relationship with casework support proves rewarding to boarding
mothers. It is the mother who carries the greatest responsibil¬
ity. The temporary home must be coiinted on to give a service the
agency must have.^
TABLE 21
LENGTH OF STAY IN FOSTER HOMES OF








Total 79 57 22
Less than 1 month 18 14 4
1 month to 2 months 11 5 6
2 months to 4 months 16 8 8
4 months to 6 months 9 5 4
6 months to 8 months 5 5 —
8 months to 10 months 7 7 -
1 year to 2 years 10 10 -
2 years and over 1 1 -
•In the group of fourteen foster homes accepted and used by the Child
Welfare Division, two were used to care for unmarried mothers and twelve
only for children.
1
Lois Benedict, "The Boarding Home as a Resource in Adoption,” Chi3,d
Welfare. Journal of the Child Welfare League of America, Inc., Vol. XXX,
No. 10 (December, 1951)» 9.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Services to Negro children by a Negro worker were initiated in June,
1947,by the Child Welfare Division of the State Department of Public Wel¬
fare, Little Rock, Arkansas. A grant from the United States Children's
Bureau to the Child Welfare Division enabled the writer to attend the At¬
lanta University School of Social Work during the term of 1946-1947.
Thereafter, the writer was employed by the Division as the first Negro
child welfare worker. At the time of her employment, there was only one
Negro foster home in use where two infants were cared for in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Throxaghout the four-year period from June, 1947 to June, 1951,
the writer was the only Negro worker and worked solely with Negro clients.
This study described the services as developed by the child welfare
worker in relation to the child in his own home, the child under foster
home care, and unmarried parents and their children; sources of referrals;
difficulties encountered in the cases referred to the worker in reference
to the areas represented, and the vise of community resources.
Pulaski Covinty, the scene of this study, is the most thickly populat¬
ed of all the seventy-five counties in Arkansas. In 1950, the Covinty had
a total population of 191,685. The Negro population was 44,782. Little
Rook is the County seat of Pulaski Covinty. It is the capital and leading
city of the State. Cotton is one of the leading agricultural products of




It was not until 1937 that Arkansas had a state-wide agency function¬
ing in the field of special services to children. Arkansas followed the
patterned of most of the states in early methods of child care. Legisla¬
tion in behalf of dependent, minor children was enacted in 1917 entitled
"Mothers' Pension." The delinquent child was shown consideration in an
Act of 1905 which created the State Reform Schools for white and Negro
boys. It was not until 1949 that an Act was passed providing for an In- ^
dustrial School for Negro girls. Also, the Juvenile Court Act was passed
in 1917. The Arkansas Charities and Correction Commission was created in
1917 and it set up some local organizations in behalf of children which
funtioned xmtll 1927. In 1930^ federal programs operated in the field of
public welfare for families and children until the passage of the Social
Security Act, The Child Welfare Division functions under Title V, Part 3,
of the Social Security Act and under Section Seven of the Arkansas Act 280.
The three Community Chest and Council Reports in Little Rock of 1939,
1946 and 1947 Illustrated the development of services to children and more
recently to Negro children.
The following conclusions were drawn:
1. The request for services for children was not confined to Pulaski
County, as referrals were accepted from over the State. Hie request for
services usually originated with parents, other social agencies, medical
agencies, schools and professional and lay people. The services that
could be given children in Pulaski County were limited because of the lack
of funds on a local level,
2. The request for service was accepted on such cases as;
1. The dependent child
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а. The neglected child
3. The child born out of wedlock
4. The child to be placed for adoption
5. The delinquent child
б. The unmarried mother
3. Referrals of the twenty-five children placed in foster homes
were made by their own mothers, welfare departments and institutions.
In contrast, for the children who remained in their own homes, referrals
came from welfare departments, schools and the Juvenile Court. There
were no referrals of children from parents where children remained in
their own homes.
4. It was necessary to plan foster home care for nine children the
same day of the referral and for six, plans were made the day after the
referral. The request for Immediate foster home care was usually for in¬
fants.
5. Twenty children under six months of age were in foster homes.
There were no referrals of children aged six months to two years and four¬
teen to eighteen years for foster home care.
6. Of the twenty-five children in foster homes, fifteen were re¬
ferrals made from over the State. The other ten infants were children
of •unmarried mothers in Pulaski County. In the group of seven pre-adoles¬
cent children, five attended school and three were enrolled in grades one
to four, whereas, there were two children aged ten and fourteen who had
never attended school.
7. The problems of dependency, delinquency, illegitimacy, neglect,
being unwanted, and physical handicap were fairly evenly distributed
with relation to sex of children in their own homes and foster homes, ex¬
cept that the problems of illegitimacy and neglect occurred only among
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children in foster homes and most of these children were females.
8. Twenty children in foster homes were in permanent custody, where¬
as, five were in temporary custody. Of the twenty-five children in foster
homes, seventeen were children of unmarried parents. Children were not
placed in a foster home until the Child Welfare Division had temporary
custody of them.
9. Of the forty-two children mentioned in this study, there were
#
twenty-two children whose mothers were parents out of wedlock, only four
children were living with both parents, whereas, in the case of sixteen
children, the home had been broken by illness, or divorce, or separation,
or death.
10. The child's living sitriation did not influence the period of
casework services as it was about the same for children in their own
homes as for children in foster homes.
11. When casework services were terminated for the twenty-five
children in foster homes, twelve children remained with foster parents,
while seven were placed with adoptive paurents. In.the group of seven¬
teen children in their own homes, four returned to their own mother, while
five were placed with relatives. Also, four children in their own homes
and one child in a foster home were placed in state institutions.
12. In the group of thlr.ty-oi;ie unmarried mothers, twenty-three lived
in Pulaski County, whereas, eight lived elsewhere in the State. There
were fifteen cases of referrals accepted for casework services within two
to three weeks. The highest incidence of referrals were unmarried mothers
living in their own homes, whereas, the next were those living in homes of
relatives.
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13. The problem of the need for foster home care occurred most
frequently. The need for financial assistance and medical care, and
for care of a dependent pregnant child occurred nearly an equal number
of times. The highest incidence of those employed and attending school
were in their own home.
14* The highest incidence of illegitimacy was among the adolescent
group of twenty unmarried mothers between the ages thirteen and nineteen.
There were eleven unmarried mothers in the age group ranging from twenty
to thirty-five.
15. A vast majority of the unmarried mothers in the study did not
advance beyond the eighth grade. In the adolescent group of twenty girls,
fourteen were enrolled in school at the time of their pregnancy. There
were sixteen unmarried mothers employed in the field of personel and do¬
mestic service.
16. The highest incidence in terms of pregnancies was among nine¬
teen mothers who had their first child. In ten cases the unmarried
mothers had only illegitimate children.
17. Casework services were provided to unmarried mothers before de¬
livery and afteivard. The period of casework services ranged from one
month to one year, and was fairly evenly distributed between the eighteen
unmarried mothers in their own homes and those in foster homes.
18. In cases of unmarried mothers who lived in Pulaski County, case¬
work services were started with the girl before she entered the foster
home and continued even after the girl returned to her own home,
19. Of the thirteen unmarried mothers provided foster home care,
five lived in Pulaski County and eight lived elsewhere in the State. The
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stay in the foster home was for a longer period of time for girls who
lived elsewhere. Their average period of stay in the foster home was
from three to five months. Usually the unmarried mother remained in the
foster home for at least six weeks after the birth of the baby.
20. While eighteen mothers kept their babies, twelve relinquished
their babies for adoption. Only three of the eighteen who kept their
babies married the putative father.
21. The putative fathers were older thsui the mothers of illegiti¬
mate children. The range of ages for the group was from sixteen to fif¬
ty-six.
22. The putative fathers had more formal education than the unmar¬
ried mothers.
23. Most of the twenty-seven employed putative fathers were employed
as unskilled workers.
24. Twenty-one putative fathers did not assume any responsibility.
Fourteen were single, only two of whom assumed responsibility.
25. The primary aim in a foster home study was to find parents who
really welcomed the companionship of a child. Although the stipend was
relatively small, the agency required that foster parents meet certain
physical, moral and econonilc standards. A thorough study was made of
adoptive homes for motives, emotional situations, health, spiritual
values, Inental status, physical and economib stability and standing in the
commxmity. The needs and potentialities of the child were considered in
the selection of peurents.
26. In the seventeen foster home applications, fourteen were studied
and accepted within less than a month_. With the six adoptive applications.
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there was usually a four to ten months delay. The ratio between the fos¬
ter home applications and adoptive applications is not significant because
the adoptive home program was not initiated until the fourth year of the
time included in this study. There were no adoptive applications rejected.
27. The median age of the group of forty foster and adoptive parents
was forty-two. There were no adoptive parents above sixty years of age.
28. The group of seventeen foster mothers had slightly more formal
education than the group of eleven foster fathers. Of the group of
twelve adoptive parents, the six adoptive fathers had completed education
ranging from fifth grade to college education, whereas, the six adoptive
mothers had completed education ranging from the eighth grade to comple¬
tion of two years of college.
29. The seventeen foster and adoptive fathers were largely unskilled
workers. Most of the mothers did not work outside of their homes.
30. The agency did not have a specific requirement as to the amount
of income appliceuits shoiild eam. The agency did expect the feunily's in¬
come to be adequate to meet their needs without having to use the money
paid for the foster child to meet their ovm needs.
31. Of the group of seventeen foster homes, six mothers were widows.
With the group of twelve adoptive parents, only one parent had not had a
previous marriage.
32. The group of forty foster and adoptive parents were members of
protestemt churches.
33. The applicauats who came to the agency usually had all kinds of
conscious and unconscious motivations for wanting a child. Although fos¬
ter parents were told that the placement of the child in their home was on
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a temporary basis, there were always some foster parents who proved emo¬
tionally unable to give up the foster child, even after he had been re¬
moved from the home.
34. During the stiidy of applications, at least three references
were contacted to gain more information about the applicants. There was
a much longer waiting period for placement of a child in an adoptive home
than for placement in a foster home.
35. In the group of fourteen foster homes accepted and used by the
Child Welfare Division, two were used to care for unmarried mothers and
twelve only for children. The length of stay in the foster home was
fairly evenly distributed among the fifty-seven children from less than
one month to more than two years, while the twenty-two unmarried mothers
stayed from less than a month to six months.
Despite the early difficulties encountered in initiating child wel¬
fare services for Negro children in Pulaski County, some progress was
made. Since there has never been a white child welfare worker in this
county, services were not only limited for Negro children but they were
limited for all children.
Recommendations.—It is strongly recommended that child welfare ser¬
vices be extended to all children in Pulaski County.
There is need for the coordination of the services to children by
the Child Welfare Division amd the Juvenile Court in Pulaski Cotipty.
It is urged that the Child Welfare Division consider the employment
of additional Negro child welfare workers on its staff.
A recent statement of the National Commission on Children
in Wartime may well serve as a guide to all of us at this stra¬
tegic time in the development_of public services in this coun-
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try: "Let us resolve now for the peace that is ahead, that we will
build courageously, imaginatively, ungrudgingly, and without dis~
crimination as to race, color, creed, or national origin, services
which will reach out to all our children and youth wherever they
live and whoever their parents Biay be. Our greatest chance for a
lasting peace lies not with ps but with them.
1
Mildred Arnold, "Take Stock of Child-Welfare Service," The Child.
Vol. II, No. 2, U. S. Government Printing Office (August, 1946), 4.
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Case Number Care in Own Home




Time for Referral to the Beginning of Treatment





Marital Status of Parents with whom child was living at time of referral
Treatment Placement in Foster Home




SCHEDULE FOR UNMARRIED PARENTS
Case Number County Residence
Date of Referral Condition of Referral
Age Grade
Time from referral to the beginning of treatment
Own Home
Whereabouts at time of referral Relatives' Home
Elsewhere (specify)
Marital Status of Mother—— Legitimate Children
Illegitimate Children
Occupation Religion
Marital Status of parents at time of referral
Putative Father— grade ^marital status





Placement in Foster Home





FOSTER HOME AND ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS
Case Number Date of Referral
Months from Referral to Begixining of Treatment
APPLICATION ACCEPTED ^REJECTED ^WITHDRAWN
Foster Home
Adoptive
NAME . AGE EDUCATION
MAN WOMAN CHILDREN OTHERS IN THE HOME
MAN WOMAN
Date of previous Marriage Date of present marriage
Religion Occupation Income
As stated by father
Motive for wanting a child
As stated by mother
Areas resistance to Agency's Policy; During investigation
After placement
Nmber of references contacted; Favorable Unfavorable
Children placed in Home (Number)
Months from referral to first placement






CHILD'S PERSONAL RECORD Sheet 1*
(Use separate sheet for each child accepted)
Number
Child's Name,



















B—PLACEMENTS, REPLACEMENTS, AND TRANSFERS
(In Free Homes, Boarding Homes, and Institutions)
Date Rate of Reason
Placed With Address Date Placed Removed Board Removed
D--SUPERVISION RECORD
Date Information and Source Visitor
"Parts of fora used in getting data included
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DATE OF FIRST CONTACT ^RACE_:
CHILD'S NAME ALIAS_ ,SEX,
(Last) (Middle) (First)
FAMILY
RELATION- DATE** PLACE ADDRESS OCCU_ SCHOOL
SHIP TO OF OF (IF RATION GRADE











MARITAL STATUS OF PARENTS (Check Items Which Apply):
Mar. Sep. Div. Un. Wid. Widv. F. Rem. M. Rem. Unm, Conple
OTHER MARRIAGES OF PARENTS DIVORCES OF PARENTS
TO WHOM DATE PLACE FROM WHOM DATE PLACE
F. ^
M.
RELATIVES' NAMES RELATIONSHIP TO ADDRESS
CHILD
AGENCIES INTERESTED:
MEMBER OF FAMILY AGENCY
CHANGES OF ADDRESS t
"Parts of form Tised in gathering data included.
**Check (v) if verified.
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APPLICATION FOR CHILD FOR ADOPTION
COUNTY
When filled out please return to: Child Welfare Division




Last First Middle Maiden first Middle
Residence
Number Street House or Apt. No. of Rooms-Type Building
Haaai Neighbor’s
Town or City State Telephone





















Children How Many Age
Were there
Children How Many Age
Terminated
•
Date Place How Date Place How
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Education
Grade School High School Grade School High School
Other Other




















Name Date of Birth School grade or occupation Relation
All Other Members of Household
Including Employees
NAME Age Occupation Relationship
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Two Relatives In Close Touch with Family
Name Address Relationship
Your Pastor, Family Physician and Three References Who Have Known You








Have you applied for a child from any other soxirce?.
If so, when and where?
Reasons for wanting to adopt a child
How long have you been considering adoption?
Child Preferred: Sex Age Range J^ore than one?,^:
We imderstand that in making this application there Is no definite





STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
CHILD WELFARE DIVISION
We tinderstand that you might consider taking a child to live in your fami¬
ly. We realize that this means a desire to help a child. Will you there¬
fore give us the following’ information which will be considered confiden¬
tial?
Date;
Please give fxiU names, including woman's name before marriage. Give age







Others in Home Name Relationship
Address;
Please give explicit directions for reaching your home;
Telephone; Own or neighbors:
Occupation and address of employer;





What is your chiirch affiliation;
Please give the name and address of your minister;
Give place smd date of marriage;
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Please give the name auid address of yo\ir physician:
Are you willing that physician be consulted and give medical information
about yoiirself and family?
Have you had any prolonged illnesses in yoiir family within the last two
years? If so of what nature?
Do you own yoiff home?
Please describe yoiir home; - farm, apartment, nsaab.er of rooms, yard space
How long have you lived in the present location and what was your former
address?
How far are you from church and school?
In what grade school district are you?
In what high school district are you?
Have you ever teiken children into your home before and if so, from where?
How many bedrooms are available for foster children?
Would the child have a comfortable bed for Itself?
References; Please give the neunes and addresses of three people who are
not relatives and who have known you for at least three years;
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